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In this issue, along with our usual diverse mix of articles, we have two themed sections: one 

on learning phonology, and one on the effects of machine translation on our profession.

When we think “phonology”, we often think “accent”, and I’ve often been told by students 

that they like the Canadian accent. But—which one? The pronunciation of English, as of 

any language, is not fixed. Rebecca Roeder introduces us to two vowel changes that are 

in progress in Canada right now. Two papers on the sound system in this issue relate 

the ability to perceive speech sounds to their acquisition. John Archibald discusses the 

challenges that consonant clusters present to the learner and also the strategies the learner 

may use to overcome them. Perception is also central to the paper by Annie Tremblay, on 

how perceiving prosody correctly can help learners recognize words. In the fourth sound 

system paper, Alene Moyer lays out for us a number of individual factors that affect the 

acquisition of accent by adult language learners. One noteworthy finding here is that some 

learners are quite happy sounding “foreign”.

On the topic of machine translation, many language teachers are not happy with students 

using websites to translate things into or out of English. This issue includes three articles 

on machine translation and language teaching that should help us stop worrying and learn 

to love the machines. There is a good deal of potential there, the authors argue, that we may 

not have recognized. And language teachers are unlikely to be replaced by computers any 

time soon.

As usual, I’d like to thank all our contributors and strongly urge you, the reader, to become 

a contributor or at least let us know what you think of Contact, and what you’d like to see 

in future issues.

Brett Reynolds  

editor@teslontario.org

edITOr’s NOTe

mailto:editor@teslontario.org
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Can MT undermine language learning?
Although the quality of free online machine translation (FOMT) varies greatly depending 

on—among other factors—the language pair, domain, text type, input style and the intended 

use of the output, perhaps you have come across some pretty decent online translations 

when wanting to check the content of a website, access a foreign blog, contribute to it, or 

just get the gist of what your international friends were saying on Facebook or Twitter. If 

you were familiar with both the source and target languages, you may have spotted some 

inaccuracies, or you may have been pretty impressed with the result and thought: what 

is the need to learn a language, now that you can have instant FOMT at any time? In this 

paper we explain some of the reasons why this question that (English) language learners 

and teachers may be asking themselves is too simplistic.

Firstly, we should not forget that FOMT systems are intended to showcase the potential of 

machine translation (MT), but they fall well short of what “serious” translation software 

used in highly specific production environments is capable of in terms of accuracy and 

reliability. Their attraction lies in being just one click away, available at any time, free of 

charge, for several language pairs and in various mobile apps. Secondly, MT cannot be 

compared to human translations, which remain superior in quality. MT is most commonly 

used in contexts with large volumes of repetitive standardized language, hence the 

translation quality improves if the domain is restricted or controlled. In such scenarios, 

the main aim is to make the translation process more productive by reducing the time and 

money invested; this can be achieved, for example, by pre-editing (i.e. simplifying) the 

source text, or by revising the raw MT output, correcting it to the level of quality that is 

needed by the end-users in specific situations. Thirdly, the MT quality that is desirable may 

differ depending on the type of text, its intended users and the circumstances under which 

the translation is required (its deadline, feasibility of subsequent post-editing, how many 

people are going to read it, for what purposes and for how long, etc.).

Hutchins (2001) distinguishes three main uses of MT (not only FOMT) in relation to the 

expected level of quality, namely: MT for dissemination or publication purposes (where 

the maximum degree of quality is required), MT for assimilation or information gathering 

(where less-than-perfect quality may still be acceptable), and instantaneous MT for 

interpersonal communication (e.g. via mobile apps such as WhatsApp Messenger, where 

The rOle OF Tesl IN The Age OF (hIghly 
ACCurATe) MT
Ana Niño*, Federico Gaspari° & Harold Somers* 

* The University of Manchester (UK) & ° Dublin City University (Ireland)
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the objective is to get the gist of what the interlocutor writes, to reply accordingly, just 

to support the short-lived online interaction in real time—style, nuances, etc. are of only 

limited importance).

There is some common ground between MT development and language learning: 

for example, the closer the languages, the easier it is to achieve good results. Both MT 

systems and language learners need to process linguistic differences concerning for 

instance inflection, agreement, word reordering, false friends, homonymy, homophony, 

pronunciation and intonation issues (for spoken-language MT), and also cope with a 

variety of exceptions that make language processing and learning ever more challenging.

Just as many of these difficulties are encountered both in speaking/listening and in 

writing/reading in a foreign language, they are also common to written and spoken 

MT. The impressive breakthroughs in spoken MT over the last few years are not to be 

underestimated. A good example is Skype’s Voice Translator, which supports people 

communicating in real time over the phone, with each caller hearing the words translated 

on the fly into a language that they can understand. However, these voice translation 

systems are just as likely to cause communication problems due to mispronunciations and 

homonyms, and because spoken language is often more colloquial and unpredictable than 

writing (e.g. false starts, interruptions, coughing, overlapping turns in conversation, use of 

intonation for emphasis and meaning-making with frequent contextual references), and 

idiomatic or slang use.

Many of the errors that students make when learning a language, which are often very 

much dependent on their mother tongue, can to some extent be similar to the errors 

produced by an MT system translating within the same language pair, although MT also 

produces its own characteristic errors: these clearly differ in terms of gravity and frequency 

from those found in human translation and in L2 speech and writing. Somers et al. (2006) 

conducted an experiment aimed at distinguishing MT output from low-level language 

students’ production in order to detect use of FOMT systems by language learners (e.g. to 

do their homework). They came to the conclusion that “the mistakes made by MT systems 

are sufficiently different from those made by language learners to permit some sort of 

automatic detection” (Somers et al., 2006, p. 47). FOMT is therefore unlikely to constitute 

a threat to language learning, if texts produced by this technology can be detected and 

penalized accordingly. From the teaching perspective, it makes sense that language tutors 

learn to identify passages produced by MT using tools such as Turnitin, to prevent the 

improper (and counter-productive) use of FOMT by language students.

This is, in our view, where the use of MT, and especially FOMT, can be controversial for 

TESL, with plagiarism as one of its potential hazards. If students use ready-made online 

translations, rather than making the effort of producing the texts themselves and learn 

from their own mistakes, then there is little point in attending classes and being taught a 

language formally.
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Strengths, limitations and an overview of MT 
system types
It is true that the quality of MT output keeps on improving at considerable speed for an 

ever increasing range of language pairs, but several serious limitations still remain. Unlike 

human translators, MT systems are generally unable to process ambiguity or to capture 

text-level discoursal phenomena and the interconnections between words and their 

abstract, implied or culturally motivated meanings. In addition, MT often fails with idioms, 

anaphora, proper names, culture-related words, slang, and colloquialisms. It cannot 

easily adjust to different registers and translate them properly—let alone handle puns and 

humour! For these reasons, MT output usually translates the source text too literally and 

can therefore be stylistically awkward. Granted, it can even be amusing if, for example, we 

attempt to translate a joke, figurative language, a horoscope or a dialogue from a movie. 

However, MT can produce surprisingly good and (under certain circumstances) usable or 

useful results with formal, standardized texts such as legal documents, for example, if less-

than-perfect quality for gisting is sufficient, or if post-editing is an option to bring the raw 

MT output of uneven quality to publishable standard.

There are different types of MT systems, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. 

Rule-based MT (RBMT) involves using an analyzer, a parser and a transfer lexicon to link 

the source- and target-language structures. The rules contain morphological, syntactic and 

semantic information of both languages. FOMT services such as Babelfish or Apertium are 

based on this traditional approach, which has gradually evolved ever since MT was first 

demonstrated in the 1950s.

The more dominant methodology is statistical MT (SMT), which uses massive bilingual 

corpora of previously translated texts, with aligned sentence pairs as its main knowledge 

base: translations are produced by algorithms that automatically identify pairs of phrases 

that (most frequently) correspond to each other between the two languages. SMT uses 

information gleaned from hundreds of millions of documents to generate translations 

of similar texts using statistical techniques that calculate the probability that a target-

language string of words is the translation of a particular source-language phrase. After 

these correspondences at the phrase level are ranked in terms of probability, a target-

language model is applied to help produce fluent, correct output, filtering out unlikely 

phrases that are not attested in the target-language model.

This approach is based exclusively on probability, and does not require any explicit or 

formalized linguistic rules, only very large quantities of human-translated parallel texts. 

This is in principle the way in which Google Translate, Bing Translator and other statistical 

MT systems work: they detect translational patterns in millions of professionally translated 

documents and make intelligent guesses/mappings to generate new translations of unseen 

texts, that must be to some extent similar to the parallel corpus used for the training. This 

means that the system can only translate text that is in some sense similar to the text it 

http://www.babelfish.com
http://www.apertium.org/
https://translate.google.com
http://www.bing.com/translator/
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has already seen. So if the text it is trying to translate contains a misspelled word, or an 

ungrammatical sentence, it is more likely to get it wrong.

Finally, hybrid MT systems combine the strengths of the rule-based and statistical 

approaches, in an attempt to obtain more accurate results. These systems use an underlying 

statistical architecture, with the addition of explicit linguistic and translation rules that 

kick in to manage specific aspects of the translation process that are likely to cause 

mistakes if handled exclusively with a statistical approach, such as when morphologically 

rich languages are involved. Examples of MT systems using this hybrid method include 

PROMT, SYSTRAN and Asia Online.

MT in the language class
So the burning question now becomes: should you use MT in your language class, and, if 

so, how? Somers (2003) suggests the following uses:

• MT as bad model (Anderson, 1995 and Richmond, 1994), where language students 
can learn to identify the lexical and grammatical errors of MT output and correct 
them in their L1 or L2, in order to acquire a better grasp of the target language. 
This will also help avoid plagiarism by making students more aware of what FOMT 
can and cannot translate successfully. However, if the translation is done into the 
L2, especially with low-level students, it may reinforce incorrect use of the target 
language;

• MT as a translation-training tool for advanced students interested in acquiring 
new translation skills. In Lewis’s (1997, p. 255) forward-looking words, “language 
graduates need to know what the capabilities of state-of-the-art MT are and how to 
evaluate its role as a practical tool in the language industry.” This may also involve 
learning about pre- and post-editing skills, together with a range of computer-
assisted translation (CAT) tools, including translation memory software, terminology 
managers and databases and concordancers, to name but a few;

• MT as a Computer Assisted Language Learning Tool (Somers, 2012) via programs 
such as Transit Tiger1. With this program language tutors can design their own guided 
translation exercises aiming at practising translation as an independent language 
learning skill into the L1 and into the L2. The interface provides hyperlinked words 
as hints for structures or lexical phrases that may pose problems when translating. A 
glossary and two model translations are also available to the students for reference 
purposes.

Gaspari & Somers (2007) discuss the rather widespread (mis)use of FOMT systems for 

lexical look-up, i.e. as if they were bilingual dictionaries. Their survey was carried out 

among over 100 university language and translation students in the UK, investigating their

1. Transit Tiger Software Review https://calico.org/p-184-TransIt%20Tiger%20(32000).html

https://calico.org/p-184-TransIt Tiger (32000).html
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 usage of FOMT systems: 62.5% of the sample reported using them for single-word lookup, 

and the authors explain the risks associated with this practice. Some of the FOMT systems 

now recognize this danger, and automatically change to “dictionary mode” if a one-word 

translation is requested, offering a range of translations with hints as to which might be 

required.

Among the various instructional drawbacks of FOMT we have already mentioned the danger 

of plagiarism and the fact that being exposed to FOMT output into the L2 may reinforce 

bad language habits. These are some of the main reasons why it is understandable that 

language tutors tend to oppose MT: simply because the intervention of MT seems pointless 

or unnatural from the language teaching perspective.

In a more recent study, Niño (2009) surveyed language students and tutors about 

their perceptions of FOMT as a language learning resource. On the whole, students 

reacted positively, stating that manipulating FOMT output had enhanced their language 

awareness, improved comprehension, lexical retrieval and increased confidence in their 

target language skills. On the other hand, language tutors perceived it more negatively, 

arguing that they will only start incorporating FOMT in the language class in the future 

when translation quality is better.

The truth is that in as much as foreign language and translation students use the Internet 

and its various tools such as search engines, concordancers, corpora, dictionaries, term 

banks, and encyclopedias as means to support foreign language written production, the 

use of FOMT for translation and foreign language learning cannot be easily prevented or 

avoided. As McCarthy (2004) puts it, FOMT “is a new parameter in translation teaching 

and instructors and students must learn to work with it.” According to him, it is unrealistic 

to ignore or eliminate FOMT use for students’ translation assignments. He goes on to 

suggest some practical strategies for fair assessment, including raising students’ awareness 

of the potential and limitations of MT: they have the ability to produce a more accurate, 

idiomatic and fluent translation, especially if they possess an advanced knowledge of the 

target language. He also recommends teaching students about the deficiencies of MT, 

imposing severe penalties on machine-generated mistakes, and selecting very carefully the 

texts to be translated, so that for example they contain figurative language and idiomatic 

expressions. It seems to us that these recommendations can also be implemented in 

language learning programmes, to ensure that writing and translation assignments are 

completed in a pedagogically useful way, avoiding risky shortcuts.

Conclusion
By way of conclusion we can say that, although FOMT is an omnipresent resource used by 

both language learners and translation students, this technology is still not very accurate 

and was not designed as a language-learning tool. As a result, it should not be used for 

translation into the L2 without a tutor’s supervision, especially at lower levels of proficiency, 
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where students have more problems spotting incorrect language. For assimilation or 

communication purposes, there seems to be little pedagogic harm in using MT output 

into the L1, and exercises requiring students to revise MT output in their own language 

(Anderson 1995) may also serve a useful purpose in heightening awareness of differences 

between languages, and the need for natural-sounding translations; after all, being able 

to speak/write it is only one reason for learning a foreign language, and anyone hoping 

to earn a living from their knowledge of a foreign language is more likely to be employed 

translating from it into their own language.

Translation students and advanced language learners may like to explore FOMT’s 

capabilities in combination with other online language and translation-oriented resources 

(e.g. concordancers, parallel and comparable corpora, dictionaries and terminology 

databases, among others). However, for production purposes, one should remember that 

MT is subject to many inaccuracies, in particular with distant language pairs, and does 

not cope well with informal language (as typically found in conversations or emails, for 

example). To achieve high quality, statistics-based FOMT depends heavily on large corpora 

of aligned human translations, which are currently restricted in terms of domains, text 

types, and language pairs.

Nothing compares to the experience of learning a new language and getting to spontaneously 

express oneself in it. As we know, this does not mean being 100% accurate from the 

beginning, but with perseverance successful language development will take place, and 

it will replace the tendency to rely on MT output for constant reassurance. TESL tutors 

should be aware of what MT is capable of, learn to spot MT errors as one form of plagiarism 

and to penalize it accordingly, and teach learners how to employ this technology for written 

production and when not to.

As for the potential threat posed by state-of-the-art MT to the future of the TESL profession, 

there is still uncertainty as to whether, or when, MT-enabled international communication 

can surpass the use of English as a global language, and this question cannot be definitively 

answered for quite a few more years. In David Crystal’s (2003, p. 27) words: “It will be very 

interesting to see what happens [when MT matures as a popular communication medium] 

– whether the presence of a global language will eliminate the demand for world translation 

services, or whether the economics of automatic translation will so undercut the cost of 

global language learning that the latter will become otiose. It will be an interesting battle 

100 years from now”. Although we will not be there to witness the developments of MT and 

language learning of the next 100 years, we wouldn’t be surprised if TESL professionals 

were still very much in demand in the 22nd century, and possibly well beyond that…
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